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Abstract 

 

An acoustic impact imaging method was developed to map damage in concrete bridge deck 

slabs and was evaluated by conducting a survey on a damaged full-scale bridge deck model. The 

imaging system consisted of a mechanical hammer source, two acoustic sensors and a digital 

waveform recorder. Imaging surveys were conducted along transverse lines that resulted in 

acoustic measurements on a 30-x-30-cm grid covering the entire upper surface of the slab. 

Acoustic measurements were processed to determine relative attenuation and then displayed us-

ing spatial imaging software. The resulting images showed increased levels of attenuation around 

punch-out failure zones and coinciding with many of the cracks mapped on the upper deck sur-

face. Overall, the imaging technology showed good potential as a means of rapidly and nonde-

structively mapping damage in concrete bridge deck slabs.  

 

Keywords: Impact imaging method, damage survey, concrete bridge deck inspection, structural 
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Introduction 

 

A simple and robust acoustic impact method was developed to identify damage in concrete 

bridge deck slabs by measuring the relative signal attenuation between two acoustic sensors [1]. 

This technique was applied to monitor progressive damage during fatigue testing of a full-sized 

model of a bridge deck slab at the Heavy Structures Laboratory at Dalhousie University, Halifax, 

Canada. Testing ended with punch-through failure of the deck and details of the pre-failure 

acoustic monitoring are presented in related publications [1-3]. This paper is focused on the re-

lated Impact Imaging Method (IIM), which was developed for post-failure mapping of damage in 

the bridge deck model. The IIM is an improvement over many existing acoustic impact methods, 

which have been used for several decades to map damage in engineering structures [e.g., 4], 

since it incorporates image generation to enhance damage resolution. The objective of this work 

was to evaluate the potential of the IIM to provide reliable mapping of bridge deck slab damage 

to aid inspection of bridges in-service.  

 

The bridge deck slab model measured 12.2 m x 3.0 m on plan and was divided internally into 

four 3.05 m long panels along its length, each with varying internal reinforcement. Panel A was 

the control panel with no internal reinforcement while Panel B was similar to Panel A, but with a 

75-mm high crack trainer midway along its length. Panel C had a bottom mesh of GFRP crack 

control reinforcement, and Panel D had a bottom mesh of steel crack control reinforcement. Each 

panel was tested under step-wise increasing fatigue loading to simulate wheel loading in-service 

until punch-through failure of the panel by the formation of a punch shear cone beneath the load-

ing pad. Throughout testing, internal and external measurements of load, displacement and strain 

were made, and detailed mapping of visible cracks were made at regular intervals (Fig. 1). After 
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Fig. 1. Crack patterns mapped on the top and bottom surfaces of Panel A after punch-through 

failure. The punched-out conical slab is shaded in gray. 

 

all 4 deck slab panels had failed, the IIM was used to map damage over the full area of the deck 

using the methodology described in the next section. Further details regarding the deck slab 

model fabrication, configuration, instrumentation and testing procedures are provided in related 

publications [5, 6].  

 

Acoustic Survey Method 

 

Acoustic System and Survey Procedure 

The acoustic system consisted of a mechanical acoustic source, two acoustic sensors, a PC-

based acoustic signal digitizing and recording system, and custom data processing software [1]. 

For the damage survey, the acoustic source was a ball-peen hammer that was struck onto thin 

steel plates, measuring approximately 7.5 x 7.5 cm, that were mounted on the side of the deck 

model at mid-height using quick-setting epoxy. The acoustic sensors were Physical Acoustics 

Corp. R6I acoustic transducers with a frequency range of 25 to 110 kHz, and were mounted on 

the upper deck utilizing vacuum grease as an acoustic couplant. 

 

Survey Procedure 

The acoustic survey was conducted over the top surface of the deck on survey lines oriented 

along the transverse direction, i.e., along the short dimension of the deck slab. The first survey 

line was situated 30 cm from the transverse edge of Panel D and adjacent lines were spaced at 30 

cm along the longitudinal direction. Details of the survey procedures along each transverse line 

are given in Fig. 2. Along each survey line: 

a) One acoustic sensor (reference sensor) was fixed at a position 30 cm from the edge of the 

panel. 

b) The second sensor (active sensor) was positioned at a position 30 cm further along the survey 

line from the reference sensor. 

c) The hammer source was struck on the steel plate, resulting in the recording of the same 

waveform as it propagated past the reference and active sensors. Multiple hammer strikes 

were made and later averaged during data processing. 

d) The active sensor was moved to a new position 30 cm further along the survey line and Step 

c) was repeated.  
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e) Step d) was repeated until the active sensor was positioned in its final location at the longitu-

dinal centerline of the deck slab. 

Steps a) through e) were then repeated for the next transverse survey line. When the survey was 

completed along one side of the deck, the survey was repeated on the other side of the deck with 

the final active sensor positions also ending at the longitudinal centerline of the deck. At the 

completion of this procedure a reference or active sensor had been positioned at every point of a 

30-x-30 cm grid pattern covering the entire upper surface of the deck. 

 

Acoustic Data Processing 

The acoustic waveform magnitude measured by each sensor for the hammer strikes was 

computed by summing the positive area under the recorded full waveform to get the integrated 

amplitude IAmp. The normalized magnitude M of each recorded waveform was then determined 

by: 
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where the subscripts a and r denote the active and reference sensors, respectively. The dataset of 

M values was then analyzed to evaluate the standard fall-off of acoustic signal magnitude Fs dur-

ing propagation from one sensor position to the next in undamaged regions of the deck: 
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where the Mn and Mn+1 are the normalized waveform magnitudes at two sensor positions spaced 

30 cm apart along the same transverse survey line with little or no damage between them. Figure 

3 shows the standard fall-off values resulting from this analysis. Note the anomalous fall-off val-

ues from 0.6 m to 1.2 m are what are attributed to the focusing of the acoustic waveform when 

propagating from the thickened haunches to the thinner deck slab. The relative attenuation  

Attenrel of the waveform when propagating through the deck slab was then computed as:  
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where the Mn and Mn+1 are defined above and Fs given as Eq. (2). Thus, the relative attenuation 

represents the decimal percentage that the actual signal fall-off is less than the standard fall-off 

i.e. when there is no damage along the wave travel path. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic of acoutsic survey procedure along a single transverse survey line. 
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Fig. 3. Values of standard fall-off used to detremine relative attenuation.  The distance shown is 

with respect to the edge of the deck model. 

 

Image Generation 

Image generation was based on the presentation of the relative attenuation values as a 2-D 

plan image of the deck slab. The relative attenuation values were assigned 2-D coordinates, 

which were 15 cm from the active sensor position along the transverse survey line in the direc-

tion of the reference sensor. Global variogram analysis was conducted to generate a suitable 

semi-variogram model for the relative attenuation data and standard point estimation methods 

using ordinary kriging [7] were used to estimate the relative attenuation values on a 15-x-15 cm 

grid covering the full plan of the deck model. Industry-standard geostatistical modeling software 

was then used to generate the contoured relative attenuation images. 

 

Figure 4 presents a plan composite photograph of the deck model showing the cracks mapped 

on the upper surface of the slab and the upper trace of the punch-through failure zone for each 

panel. For comparison, the relative attenuation image is given in Fig. 5. Note the good correla-

tion between damaged and cracked regions of the deck and the regions of highest attenuation. 

 

Discussion 

 

As stated above, there is good correlation between the regions of highest acoustic attenuation 

shown in Fig. 5 and many of the cracked and damaged regions visible on the upper deck surface 

shown in Fig. 4. For example, each of the four punch-through failure zones is surrounded by a 

region of greater than 16% relative attenuation, which increases to up to 40% relative attenuation 

immediately adjacent to the failure zone. As well, most of the longitudinal cracks and other 

cracks oriented at less than 45° to the transverse survey direction are imaged as zones of greater 

than 16% relative attenuation. The cracks that are not imaged well include the discontinuous 

low-aperture longitudinal crack running from Panel A to Panel D on the upper side of Fig. 4 and 

most of the transverse oriented cracks. This makes sense since the transverse cracks are in a di-

rection parallel to the survey direction and thus are not generally crossed by the acoustic wave 

raypath between the sensors during the survey. 
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Panel A Panel B Panel C             Panel D 

Fig. 4. Composite photograph looking down onto the upper surface of the deck model after 

punch-through failure of all four panels. The regular pattern of sensor positions can be partially 

seen as the regular grid pattern of dark spots. The legend is to the right. 

 

 
Panel A Panel B Panel C             Panel D 

Fig. 5. Acoustic attenuation image of the bridge deck model. The image is oriented the same as 

Fig. 4 and the legend is to the right. 

 

A final observation from these imaging results is that there are no regions with high levels of 

relative attenuation that do not have corresponding damage. In other words, the acoustic imaging 

technique does not generate false positives indicating damage where there is none. From a struc-

tural health point of view, this feature of the technique is as significant as its ability to correctly 

identify locations where damage is present. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

Overall, the Impact Imaging Method has demonstrated good potential to image damage due 

to cracks in concrete bridge deck slabs. Cracks are imaged best when they are oriented perpen-

dicular to the direction of the acoustic survey and worst when they are oriented parallel. Equally 

important, the imaging technique does not falsely identify damage when there is none. Both of 

these factors highlight the robustness of the imaging technique and its potential to contribute to 

the non-destructive evaluation and structural health monitoring of concrete bridge deck slabs. 

Based on these promising results, several recommendations can be made for further research and 

development with respect to this technology. From an operational point of view, recommenda-

tions for future work include: 

• Acoustic surveys should be run in multiple directions to ensure that all cracks are imaged 

and, at a minimum, each area should be covered by two perpendicular survey orientations. 

• Investigate the use of rolling acoustic sensors and sources to enable surveys to be done 

more rapidly than the method described in the paper. 

• Investigate the impact of asphalt layers on imaging the underlying concrete slab. 
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